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  Chapter 2016 

    After everyone had finished searching the treasures in the coffin, Margaret’s escort 

carefully searched the tomb again, but still found nothing. 

    “Miss, we have searched all around the tomb, and there are no secret cells.” the 

guard captain reported. 

    “No?” 

    Margaret frowned slightly, and quickly fixed his eyes on the pool in front of the coffin: 

“Is there anything hidden in this?” At 

    present, all the places that can be searched have been searched, and only this large 

amount of food is left. A small pool filled with milky white liquid. 

    If the exotic treasure really exists, then it is most likely related to this pool. 

    “The liquid in this pool has extremely rich spiritual energy. It has reached an 

incredible level. If I read correctly, this should be a pool of spiritual liquid!” 

  Dustin took out a handful of white liquid from the pool and smelled it with his nose. , 

and quickly came to a surprising conclusion. 

    “What? Spiritual liquid?!” 

    Upon hearing this, Kevin Snow, Lily Zhang, Leo Alexander and others were all 

stunned. They stopped what they were doing and looked sideways. 

    “Brother Dustin, are you sure… these are all spiritual liquids?” Kevin Snow asked 

tentatively. 

    At this moment, he had some doubts that he had heard wrongly. 

    You must know that things with aura are rare treasures, and they are definitely worth 

grabbing in the world. 



    For example, various rare elixirs, rare spiritual stones, etc. 

    Because these things can not only cure diseases and save people, but also improve 

the cultivation of warriors. 

    Just like the blood ginseng fruit I saw before, it contains spiritual energy, so it is very 

precious. 

    Just the thing that contains aura has made people flock to it. 

    As for the higher level of spiritual liquid, it is enough to make people crazy! 

    Because spiritual liquid is the embodiment of spiritual energy compressed to the 

extreme. 

    Even a small drop of spiritual liquid is comparable to ten blood ginseng fruits! 

    If the milky white liquid in the pool in front of them is really the legendary spiritual 

liquid, then it will be a huge wealth for all of them! 

    “It should be right.” 

  Dustin nodded: “Although this pool conceals the aura, it can’t hide my perception. If 

you don’t believe me, you can try it yourself.” 

    Hearing this, Kevin Snow boldly picked up a little milky white liquid with his hand. Put 

it in your mouth and taste it. 

    As soon as the milky white liquid entered his throat, it turned into streams of rich 

spiritual energy that instantly penetrated his limbs and bones. 

    This surge of spiritual energy was like a wave, constantly impacting his Dantian. 

    For a moment, Kevin Snow felt short of breath and his face turned red. 

    The meridians throughout the body seemed to be about to burst. 



    Kevin Snow was startled, and quickly started to use his skills, quickly absorbing the 

surging spiritual energy. 

    After absorbing all the spiritual energy, his cultivation level has been greatly 

improved, and he is only a little short of a breakthrough. 

    “Senior Brother Kevin, how are you? Is there something wrong?” 

    Seeing Kevin Snow’s face turning red and white, Lily Zhang couldn’t help but ask 

aloud. 

    “Hahahaha… I’m crazy! Now we’re crazy!” 

    “Brother Dustin is right, the liquid in this pool is all spiritual liquid that can improve 

your cultivation!” 

    Kevin Snow was so excited. He jumped up and danced with excitement. 

    After all, what is in front of me is not a drop of spiritual liquid, nor a bottle of spiritual 

liquid, but a whole pool of spiritual liquid! 

    If this news spreads, not only the southwest will be shocked, but the whole world will 

go crazy! 

 


